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Civil Liberties
Ad Campaign
Successful
The New Mexico Civil Liberties Union has been
waging an advertising campaign in Albuquerque
newspapers and radio and television stations to alert the
public to certain aspects of invasion of privacy. The
NMCLU even brought in Republican Congressman Barry
Goldwater, Jr. to speak. At a press conference
yesterday, officials of the NMCLU said that the $40,000
plus advertising campaign has been a success in eliciting
public response to the invasion of privacy question. A
.survey taken by UNM Professor Gerald Goldhaber
indicates that a majority of ttlose polled a~e now at least
aware of the use of computers to keep track of people.
For more details, see story on page two.
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Monkeys Run Amok
One .of two visitors who dropped in at the International Center Wednesday afternoon. They
allegedly jumped on tables and chairs in the Center's backyard, sat around for awhile, and left
after a half hour. Center Director Shiame Okunor said it was jus~ their way of saying "Hi."

Folk Concert
Is Staged
In Support
OfTheUFW
See Page 3
Members of the Folksong Club provided the music .

(Photo by AI Alfaro)

..

Black Athletes Boycott,
Ask For Leigh Resignation
See Page 10

Also lnsidfJ Today

Senate __________________ p.4
Candidates ________ ... ___ ... _p. 7
Cicely Tyson __________ ,_ p.ll

· '74, '75. Popejoy Schedule __ p.9

Privacy Campaign Sai'd Successful i
Su·•vey
Cit·~s
IIW'
I
Ca llirtg r,OT

PROTECTED BEHIND SUNGLASSES and
practically incognito, Professor Goldhaber summed
up his survey

By KARL VERA

wasanunderstatement."
Four questions were asked on the telephone
survey; the first three dealing with invasion of
privacy, use of computers and the control of human
behavior. The fourth asked whether government
action is needed at the present time to deal with the
invasion of privacy arid behavioral control problem.
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Govt. Action
Of the Lobo

Sl!tf~

An outdoor press conference ·Thursday morning
highlighted the culmination of the New Mexico Civil
Liberty Union's campaign to make citizens more
concerned about invasion of privacy.
As golfers putted on the 18th hole behind the
Law School, MaryBeth Acuff, Gerald Goldhaber,
and Charles Daniels spoke to newsmen of the results
tha.t indicated how successful the campaign was in
terms of how the public.attitude was changed.

·

"The results were very dramatic and I think that

Most. of the shift of public opinion on questions
1·3 occurred between those who responded "not
much at aU" on the March 18·20 pre-test poll, and
those who responded "very much" on the post-test
poll that was given between March 20·25.

..... what is being done

NMCLU lawyer Daniels squinted into the sun as
he commented on how, "the saturation campaign to
see if we could make any measurable difference in
peoples' awareness of invasion of privacy was a
dramatic success."

ought to be done

Goldhaber's conclusion was that the shift in
opinion from those who didn't care about the
invasion of privacy issue to those who were
adamantly concerned was, "Mainly due to the
NMCLU's campaign."

"The argument that police arrest records help
them identify individuals for future crimes is
logically inconsistent," Daniels said.
"For instance, photographs increase the
likelihood of mistaken identification. The mere fact
of retaining that arrest record increases the
likelihood of later arrests."

Daniels elaborated on the euphoria by confessing
that, "Basically we were holding our collective
breath. The results were beyond our imagination."

In response to such intrusiveness, the NMCLU has
filed a class-action suit to t·emove all arrest records
of people who were not convicted.

Senate Rejects Electoral Reform Amendments

In action on the hill 'lltUrMlay,
the Senate:
-Rejected 51 to 39, an
amendment by Sen. James Allen,

D-Aia., exempting congressional
elections from the federal subsidy.

organizations to donate up to
$6,000.

-Rejected, 53 to 35, an Allen
amendment to exempt
presidential primaries from the
proposed federal financing.

-Approved, 89 to 0, an
amendment by Sen. Lloyd
Bentsen, D-Tex., excluding
campaign contributions from
foreign nationals.

-Rejected an Allen
amendment, 51 to 36, which
would have prohibited any
member of the present Congress
from receiving federal funds in the
1976 presidential primaries.
-Approved, 46 to 42, an
amendment by Sen. William D.
Hath a way, D·Maine, allowing

•

-Approved unanimously an
amendment by Sen. William E.
Brock, D-Tenn., making electoral
fraud in federal elections a federal
offense.
-Approved unanimously a
Brock amendment extending to
60 days from the 28 in the bill,
the ban on pre•election,
mass-mailing, franking privileges
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PAPA ~INELLI'S
P1zza!
g
50¢ off any pizza with this ad
(Expires April 15)

255-8320

Mon.-Thurs. 11 :()()-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. 11 :00am·1:00am
.1607 Carlisle S.E~ (At Gibson)
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of incumbent senators and
representatives.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 77
No. 119

LAST CALL

Box 20, University P.O., UNJ\1
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editol'ial Phone (505) 277-

Relax in Spain
July '16-25
$399 includes
round trip air fare,
hotel, 2 meals a day,
extras
rontacl W. F.lt>('
Univt'r5ity of Albuqul'rque
24J-9461
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Acuff also pointed out that the question of
privacy should be one that candidates have to
confront during their campaigns this year.

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS WERE perceived
by the respondents to the survey as being
responsible for most of the impact of the campaign.

The hill would earmark 15
cents per eligible voter for Jlldjor
party presidential nominees, and a
like amount for congress;oual
candidatl'S for each eligible \uler
in his district.

li

g.

He also suggested that when a privacy bill comes
before Congress like the one sponsored by
Representative Barry Goldwater, Jr., people should
write in voicing their support.

Sitting on the right of Daniels and Goldhaber,
Co-chairperson for the NMCLU, Mary Beth Acuff,
stolidly ignored the pock-pock sound of clobbered
golfballs behind her and commented, "I'm just
really pleased about the positive response."

THE FOURTH QUESTION, requesting
government action on the privacy problem,
recorded a shift to positive involvement that
Goldhaber termed, "the post-Watergate shift."

-Rejected, 65 to 23, an
amendment by Sen. Robert D.
Griffin, R-Mich., which would
have prohibited checks drawn on
foreign banks to be contributed to
candidates under the mixed
federal-private financing optional
in the bill. It would have applied
to U.S. nationals abroad.

~

~

~

DANIELS TOLD OF A CASE the NMCLU is
defending, where a person was arrested for
poss~ssion of amphetamines. Later, the police
adm1~ted that they suspected it was aspirin during
the f1eld test, but that they just wanted him in jail
overnight for questioning. Now the person has a
drug charge on his records.

The bill, which E>xpands upon
the "dollar checkoff" enacted for
the 1976 presidential election,
faces almost certain veto by
President Nixon, who favors
limitations on campaign
donations, instead.

;:;·

In response to the question as to what steps
people have to take now that they are aware of the ~
problem, Daniels said that people with individual •0
problems concerning invasion of privacy should ~
contact the NMCLU.
"'

A media impact study of the NMCLU's campaign
was conducted by Professor Gerald Goldhaber from
the UNM speech department. What was basically a
survey selected from 500 telephone calls, the study
indicated a sharp reversal of sampled attitudes on
the issue of privacy. The majority of respondents
not only felt that computers were a direct threat to
their privacY, but that government action was
needed at this time to control the problems
associated with invasion of privacy,

WASHINGTON (UPI}-The
Senate approved four
amendments and rejected four
others Thursday to the electoral
reform bill which provides for
federal funding of congressional
and presidential elections.

~

Qf the Lobo Staff

A sing·along folk concert
played to a changing, scattered
crowd on the mall yesterday to
publicize and raise funds for the
Albuquerque Farm Workers
Boycott Committee.
The committee is trying to gain
support for the United Farm
Workers staging .mini-strikes
against growers in the central
valJey in California.
"The strike fund is nonexistent
because money was cut off by the
AFL·CIO," said Steve Ellner, a
member of the committee. Funds
are needed to support these
workers, he said.
$63.20, 20 centavos, and a
crumpled Kleenex were the
donations the group received,
committee member· Ed Newbold
reported.

3 Streakers

the workers succeed this summer workers with the most seniority.
with the grapes and lettuce issue
Teamsten hire the younger
it could lead to unionizing th~ workers and those not notorious
whole industry, including all farm for militant beliefs or actions."
workers."
Teamsters also do not confer
Ellner said grape settlements with workers regarding which
occurred in 1970. When contracts pesticides are used or what
expired, most g~·owers did not
renew them, or renewed them
with the Teamsters.
At present, the UFW is fighting
growers who illegally bring in
M:exican nationals and workers
from other states who aren't told
The Great Escape Coffee House/Rm.
they are working as "scabs,"
129, SUB/presents live entertainment
"The Teamsters' contracts are
Fri. and Sat./7 ]>.m. to midnight. Fri.:
contrary to workers' needs" • Lynn Rosner, Jim Paul and Chris
Despopuls. Sat: Dan uoulcimer"
Ellner said. "They don't use tl;e
Artel'burn, _Richard Scott. Admission
hiring hall system of employing
free with UNM 10. Tb• Great Escape

"Since farm produce is
perishable, the strike is· very
effective, even though they are
mini-strikes for short periods of
time," said Ellner.
ASUNM gave the committee
$500 to bring in Dolores Huerta,
vice-president of the United Farm
Workers. She will speak at UNM
April 6 and help the AFBC in
their continued boycott of
Safeway,
Picket lines have been working
at Safeway stores in Albuquerque
to turn away customers.
"This is because Safeway is the
only store that has a policy of
carrying only non-United Farm
Workers lettuce," Ellner said.
In a two hour period, the
pickets successfully turn away
about 15 to 25 people, he said,
and even this small amount cuts
into their profit.
"The stakes are extrClmely
high," Ellner said, speaking to the
people gathered at the mall. "If

serves pb;z.a and assorted cheeses,
coffees, teas and raw juices.
Photographic J>rints submitted for
the GaincsviUc, Fla. exhibition have
returned and can be picked up at the
ASA Gallery 11·4, Mon.-~'ri.
Fiesta Committee will meet today at
3:30 in room 253 of the SUD. AU
lttterested may attend.

Get Off Easy
After Dash

ONE OF THE PRIME EXAMPLES of
unnecessary record keeping, said Daniels has been
the maintenance of arrest records on p~ople who
were not found guilty.

in other states."

Ervin concluded his statement by saying, "What
we do in Washington, D.C. is doomed to failure if
people are not aware of invasion of privacy."

15:

By DIANE ROSS

Clearing up some misunderstandings against the
invasion of privacy campaign, Daniels said, "We're
not against record keeping-we're against the abuse
of that, the retention of incorrect, irrelevant data."

in New Mexico

DANIELS QUOTED SENATOR Sam Ervin's
statement made in the March 20 ·congressional
Record. "New Mexico is teaching itself about
privacy," Ervin said, "and what is being done in
New Mexico ought to be done in other states."

Repeating II comment tossed out from the rear of
the crowd by Nancy Hollander, Daniels infotmed
the tape recorders on the table before him that, "a
half-dozen states called our office expressing
interest in starting a campaign of their own."

Boycott Committee Publicizes U FW Strike

[
'

4102, 277-4202
Tht> New Mc"ico Dnlly Lobo is pub ..
Jish~tl l\tondny throu$th l'"ri~ •Y (!V~ry
rt.•gulur week of the Unh'€!t~~oity )l£'ar
nnd Wt<eld)' dut•i:m: tht" surnml'r ses!'lion
ill' tlw Uonr1l or Student Publicntions of
th~ Unin•r.sity o( New Mexico, and is
riOt finnnt•i:•liY tts,.ncinted with UNtri.
Second dt1s~ tlostuge paid nt Alhuuu"r~
ttUl't NC'\\' l\l('xi(•o ti713J. Subs('ription
mtt~ is ~7.lj0 for th" Ht":tdemil" ~·t.rnr.
'fhl• ()Jiinion~ l'~Jlre:>s~cl on th" (•tH•
torinl 11:U.!C'~ or Tbt.• Dnill' I..obo nr"
those u( thl.' uulltor solt,l.Y. UnsiJ;m(l(t
t.l))infon h thnt of tht.• NtitorinJ bo:ml
of Th(> Daily I~ohu. Nothing print'-'1:1 in
'flit.' HaiJ;- I.oho n(<t'~14tttily rt•vrescnt~
tlw .'·ft.,,~ or tht• Univ(lr.-lit}· ot' Ncw

ROME (UPI)-Tin:ee young
Americans arrested five days ago
for a midnight streak in St. Peter's
Square were freed Thursday by a
court in an obvious lenient mood.
The tribunal convicted Robert
Mesnard, 22, of Erie, Pa., and
Raymond Johnson, 20, born in
Portsmouth, Va., and living in
Vernon, Conn., of committing
acts against the public decency. It
sentenced them to five days each
and ordered them released on
grounds that they had served that
time awaiting trial.
The court also convicted
Johnson of giving police a false
name when first arrested, It gave
him a suspended 15-day sentence
instead of the two months asked
by the prosecution.
David Di Bagno of Greensburg,
Pa., who was with Mesnard and
Johnson but had his clothes on
when arrested, was acquitted for
insufficient evidence.
The court dismissed charges of
resisting arrest and committing
obscene acts in a public place,
which together could have
brought penalties of up to eight
years.
A passing police patrol car
spotted the youths at midnight
Saturday as they were undressing
for a dash around the obelisk in
St .. Peter's Square below the
windows of Pope Paul VI's private
apartments.

amounts are used, he added.
"UFW outlawed DDT before the
federal government did, Ellner
said.
Members of the Folksong Club
provided the music for the folk
concert.
The New Mexico Registry of
Interpreters of the Deaf will be holding
a wodtshop open to the public, Sat.,
March 30, .from 9-5, at PrfLsbyterian
Hospital In the Professional "building.
Classes in sign language for beginn~rs
and advanced, entertainment and a
panel discussion. Learn what you can
do for the deaf of New Mexico.
Registration-$!, ['or more
information call 265-0274.
Undergraduates only/Philosophy
discussion. There will be an open
discussion on Albert Camus' existential
story of Sisyphus. All undergraduates
arc invited. Time: 3:30. Fri., March 29.
Place: Hodgin 301.
Jew ish Student Union· Hillel. All
Jewish students and faculty invited for
an Oncg Shabbat, Fri., March 29, 8
p.m. International Center, 1808 Las

Lomas.
Creative Musicians Co(fcchousc Sun.
8·12 at Mark's International
105 Stanford SE. 75
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Career Opportunities in New Mexico
Monday only
Interested in Jiving and working in New Mexico? We have some
suggestions.
Come to a Career Expo of opportunities in business and management in
New Mexico.
The second annual Career Expo, a week-long informational session
hosted by select businessmen and public sector managers who know New
Mexico, will be held April 1-5 in room 124 of the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.
No preregistration is required. You may attend one session or many.
Career Expos is open to everyone who wants to know what opportunities
there are to stay in New Mexico and find a career in New Mexico.
Mondav. April1. 9:30a.m. Resume Writing, Interview Techniques, Personnel W;,tk
12:30 p.m.

Federal, State and City Government
Apri11-5, Room 124, The School of Business and Administrative Sciences
School of Business and Administrative Sciences,
Graduate Association of Business Students

I
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Kn~onerson
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1974·7:30 PM

LIMITED SEATING

'

GIRLS! IF YOU PLAN TO BE MARRIED IN 1974 ..• IT'S A MUST THAT YOU REGISTER
FOR, AND ATTEND THE 4TH ANNUAL KOAT-TV BRIDAL FAIR .•. REGISTER FREE •••
AND QUALIFY FOR MANY FABULOUS PRIZES, INCLUDING A SUPER HONEYMOON
IN LOS ANGELES: •. A PANEL OF EXPERTS WILL PROVIDE ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR
QUESTIONS AS A BRIDE TO·BE & YOU'LL SEE FANTASTIC TROUSSEAU AND WEDDING
FASHIONS ••• IF YOU HAVEN'T REGISTERED JUST GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
CONVENTION CENTER SATURDAY, MARCH 30TH OR SUNDAY, MARCH 31ST AT
12:00 NOON OR 6:00P.M. YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS BRIDAL FAIR!

-Final Senate Meeting Funds Five -Groups
Gonzales was referring to Uhuru Sasa's request
for travel money and their denial or lack of
knowledge of money received from the Arts
Commission. The Finance Committee claimed the
group had received money.
"The Arts Commission money does not come
under your jurisdiction. I refuse to use the money
to take an out-of-state trip. There has been no
attempt to conceal the Arts Commission's funds,"
Becknell said.
He explained the purpose of the group and said
the reason the dance group turned down the

By ORLANDO MEDINA
Of the Lobo Staff

The Wednesd;ty night meeting of the ASUNM
Senate, the l;tst of the semester, he;trd the
complaiots of a group deleted from the 1974-75
budget and allocated $7,628 to five other groups.
The faculty adviser of the Uhuru Sasa Dance
Troupe, Charles Becknell, spoke on behalf of the
deleted group and said, "I am not here to attack the
character of anyone here but to protect the
character1 of a fine group, I am here to answer
serious allegations made against Uhuru Sasa."
Becknell was referring to an informal agreement
of several senators that Uhuru Sasa had
misrepresented themselves when asking for funds,
The agreement had resulted in the deletion of the
dance group from the budget.
Becknell said the primary allegation against the
group was the receiving and reporting of funds from
the New Mexico Arts Commission.
"There was the implication that Uhuru Sasa was
playing footsie with the money," he said.
THE SENATE HAD CHARGED that when the
dance group approached the Finance Committee for
funding the dancers failed to report money already
received from the Arts Commission. The dance
group denied they had received the funds when. they
went before the Finance Committee.

Ctrarles Becknell, speaking for the
Uhuru Sasa Dance Troupe which was cut
from the proposed budget because of
charges of misrepresentation of funds
given them by the New Mexico Arts
Commission, said the organization was
not a "political group."

Becknell denied the allegation and said, "The
money we were given didn't come through until the
latter part of October and at that time no money
had been received from the Arts Commission."

Finance Committee recommendation of $500 for
their budget.
"By accepting the money Uhuru Sasa would have
to accept the allegations. By accepting $500 the
Uhuru Sasa would have been a political football.
The Uhuru Sasa does not intend to fight back. They
are not a political group."
BECKNELL CONCLUDED BY saying that their
records were still open and no one has tried to
conceal anything.
The senate also heard from Dean John Harvey
who spoke on problems and improvements in the

Becknell added that none of the senators had
gone to him and looked at the files and financial
reports that he had with him.
SENATOR GIL GONZALES, chairman of the
Finance Committee, differed with Becknell and
said, "There have been points of misrepresentation
to the Finance Committee, such as the line item
change concerning an out-of-state trip."

Criminal Records Access·
Necessary, Says Pentagon
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Pentagon asked
Congress Thursday not to restrict its right to check·
the backgrounds of prospective employes.
In testimony before the House Subcommittee on
Criminal Justice, a Pentagon spokesman said the
department could not do its job if legislation is
passed restricting access to the criminal records of
prospective employes.
"WE AGREE THAT access and use to such '
inform11_tion should be controlled, and that the
controls must be adjusted to reflect the rights both
of the individual and the government," said Deputy
Defense Secretary David 0. Cooke.
.
But he said denial of such information to
Pen tag on investigators would make it nearly
impossible to maintain necessary security
precautions.
THE SUBCOMMITI'EE IS considering bills that
would impose various degrees of restrictions. on

HE CITED A REPORT which showed that out of
a group of 463 applicants with criminal records, 71
per cent were hired.
"These facts show that while we need and require
criminal offense records, they are only considered as
merely one factor in an overall commen sense
determination," Cooke said.
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library: Steve Ellner, asking for funds for a speaker,
and Arlene Cinelli, chairperson of the Public
Relations Committee.
The senate passed a bill that established an ~Assistant Financial Adviser and created a 8
commission to purchase art and donate to the UNM 1:1
II>
Art Gallery.
=:
Sen, Dean Bcunton argued against Bill 30, which '<
would create a uniform drafting manual for S'
legislation. He said, "I can just see getting a bill
kicked out because it's the wrong form." The bill
passed.
APPROPRIATIONS BILL 49, which allocated
$200 for three speakers, failed when the senate Bfound it would affect only one class, and Sen. Larry 1¢
Cl)
Abraham did not like the way the organization, ....
Comite Estudiantil, had handled several proposed Cl)
....
films.
The senate appropriated money for the UNM
Veterans Association to go to Rochester, N.Y., but
refused to allocate money to Speaker's Committee
to bring Bernadette Devlin to UNM.
The refusal to fund the Devlin speech came when
the senate found that Speaker's Committee still had
over $4,000 left in their budget, .
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Sen. Dave Pederson wanted to knvw Why this
type of emergency money had not been planned
for.
"I just found out that whether we decide to pass
this bill or not, David Ritchford is going to bring
Devlin anyway," Sen. Paul Gooris said.
THE SENATE ALLOCATED $150 to the
Associated Women's Students for office supplies
and $500 to the Albuquerque Boycott Committee
to bring Dolores Huerte to speak.
Huerte is a key person in the United Farm
Workers Union.
The last major fund the senate allocated was
$5000 to the UNM Fiesta Committee to hold the
Fiesta May 1·4.

Experienced
Qualified &
Concerned

·,Course Request Cards
To Be Ready April22
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-A Good Record of Legislation

Bert Atkins

-Concerned for the Best Representation of all UNM Students
A proven worker wants another
chance to work for.you cigain •.

120 Yale S.E.

Elni10'1WHk
1111111 IWicl Wllkly

BLOOD
PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

in Pepino's

8amto5pm
Saturday

T~esday ~

Family Room

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

8:00 PM-10:00 PM

842-69.91
ALBUQUEROUf

II

Southwestern Uf'e
Happiness is what; we sell.

4310 Central SE

___::o.:~. ~.~.~. -···-~._1

1301 CENTRAL NE
•''.• ~~

....·•· ...·.,·~...-. ·.·............ ............... ....
;

Sleeping Bags
Tents-Boots
Backpacks-Ruck-Sacs

TRAIL HAUS
lightweight Equipment
Specialists Since 1 96 7

Jotn Our Co·op 256·9190

DO YOU NEED
CASH?

15¢Beer

Three early t·egistrations with
orientation .and advisement will be
held during the summer for new,
transfer or readmitted students.
They are the weel<s of June 17-20,
June 24·27 and July 8-11 with
registrations June 21, 28 and July

1031 San Mateo S.E.

Course request cards should be
returned no later than 5 p.m.
Friday, April 26. No cards will be
accepted after this date and
Weaver stressed that no cards will

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

120 Vassar Drive, S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
505/255·1613

WEST

Medical Engineering
Technology students will pick up
and return their cards in Electrical
Engineering 223.

Why does
One good reason-it demonstrates financial
responsibility. A growing number of employers
are looking for this characteristic in prosp{~ctive
·employees.
There are many other important reasons.
They'rE' all covered in a spPcial booklet: "Why
College Students are Buying Lifp Insurance." For
a free ropy at no obligation, write or call:

ROACH RANCH

Students in the School of
Medicine will pick up their cards
in the Student Affairs Office in
the School of Medicine and return
them to that office,

HE URGED THE COMMITTEE to change the
language of the proposed legislation to make sure
criminal background information is available to
agencies dealing with national defense and foreign
policy.

a college student
need life insurance?

be accepted by mail.
Course confirmation cards will
be mailed to students' home
addresses May 28 with a bill
reminding students tuition is
due Aug. 1.
Students who do not
pre-register may begin picking up
appointment times July 22 for the
walk-through registration on Aug.
23. Tuition deadline for these
students is 4 p.m. on Aug. 15. A
late payment fee will be charged
after that time.

Pre-registration course request
cards for the 1974 fall semester
will be available Monday, April 22
for students currently enrolled at
UNM, Robert Weaver, Dean of
Admissions and Records
announced.
The fall schedule of classes will
be available Friday, April 19.
Students in the College of Arts
and Sciences, School of Business
and Administrative Sciences,
College of Education, College of
Nursing, College of Pharmacy,
Graduate School, Community
Services and Dental Programs will
receive their course request cards
in the mail and should turn them
in to the Registration Center,
Room 219 in Scholes Hall.
University College, Bachelor of
University Studies (BUS) and
Medical Laboratory Technology ·
students will receive their cards in
the mail but should turn them in
to their college office.
Non-degree students will
receive their cards in the mail and
shouid turn them in to the Office
of Continuing Education, 805
Yale NE.
Students in Nuclear Medicine
and Radiologic Technology,
Medical Technology and Medical
Dietetics and Nutrition will
receive their cards in the mail and
should turn them in to the Allied
Health Sciences Office, Room 347
in the Medical Science Building.
College of Fine Arts students
will pick up and return their cards
in their college office.

College of Engineering students
will pick up their cards in the
office of their major department
and should turn them in to the
Registration Center.

access to individual criminal backgrounds.
While agreeing that the privacy of individuals
should be protected from "arbitrary or capricious"
action, Cooke said the risks of permitting the
Defense Department to background information
were "negligible."
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12, respectively. 'l'uition deadline
for these students is also Aug. 1.
Validation labels and new
annual I.D. cards will be rendy for
distribution Aug. 14 in the west
end foyer of Johnson Gym. Tlwst•
must be picked up before Aug, 30
or the student will be disenrolled,

Cla!\Ses begin Aug, 26. The
drop/add registration
cent.•r will bt•gin operation at 9
a.m. and a late registration fee will
be <'barged,
Aug. 30 is the last day a
stud•·nt may n•gister for the fall
centn~lized

setnt'sler.

Spring
. into Summer!

Stop by and look at our selection of
3, 5, and 10-speeds-From 79.95
featuring

=-o;;r::=g;::;l BICYCLES
The handmade bicycle from France
And introducing the TAKARAJapan's finest cycle.

The Bike Shop, Inc.
823 Yale S.E.
842-9100
Sporting Goods

Hours
Mon-Sat 9:30-6
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Michael Minturn

Roger Makin

News Editor
Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.
'BEFORE YOU GET INTO ANY OF YOUR QUESTIONS, HOW'S THE NIXON THING
COMING ALONG • • ?'

The Public's Voice
Is Finally Heard
The news that the proposed Sandia Crest Road will
not become a reality because of public disapproval of
the controversial project is little short of wonderful. The
road will not be included in the Forest Service's Sandia
Land Use Plan scheduled to be chosen July 1.
It's about time that the big, nebulous bureaucracies
that run this country sat up and took notice of the
public's attitude toward one of their plans. The 20-mile
road, which was first announced in 1962 and blocked
several times by environmental groups, came under
intense criticism within the last few months. The main
objections were that the road would destroy wilderness
areas in the Sandias, be hazardous to the wildlife around
the road and lead to further commercializ;jtion of the
mountains.
The decision not to include the road in the Land Use
Plan is due to the public's sentiment against the road
that was voiced at various hearings on the project and
through letters that ran 10 to 1 against the plan.

.

This country is based on the will of the people. If this
one incident is any indication of things to come, we
anxiously look forward to the future.
oo ooooooooo

Revolution? Revolution?Can It Work Today?
I just saw the movie "Z" again. It was so
reminiscent of this past September in Chile. Where
has all the freedom gone? It's gone into
multinational corporative profits, retaining the
Puritan ethic of dog eats other hard-working dog,
the myth of democratic freedom, supporting
military dictatorships, files upon files indicating
people's social security numbers, political affinities,
and their great-aunt Maude's bust measurement. It's
also gone into churches militant and bureacracies
passive. Into space and time and rhetoric.
What kind of revolution could succeed in this
country? Military? Too reactionary; too large and
scattered; too many interest groups. Maybe with the
elimination of the draft, and the professionalization
of the military, class divisions Will become more
evident. Mass reaction within the military structure?
No. The outstanding characteristic of this country is
the ability of the new upper classes and elites to
compromi~e the middle and lower classes; to give
them paltry vested interests and credit cards; and
the morality of not being able to walk away from it
all.
Middle-class revolution? They're too
compromised for the same reasons as the lower
military.

-

Alienated intellectuals? Maybe, if communication
could be set up. But cadres, focos, and cells are
easily infiltrated, and the members are discredited,
or worse.
Nikos Kazantzak is was free because he fought for
freedom, because he fought for another generation,
for his sons and grandsons. Even the alienated
intellectual has been brainwashed in this country.
He is dissident and calls for change, but cannot
survive on delayed gratification. His needs are as
now-oriented, his goals as short-term as the elites'
are long-term (maintenance of ~he status quo is
always long-term).
There is no brotherhood (sisterhood I in this
country. And divided it will stand, and
self-perpetuate.
Big Brother isn't coming. He doesn't have to. He's
a myth used by the powers-that-are to give
dissidents something to scream about, thereby
destroying their own validity. Dissidents are
paranoid. It's the same principle as the exaggerated
drug·scare advertising. (We gave a mouse BOO
pounds of marijuana and he exploded. Therefore,
marijuana may cause you to explode.) Nobody
believes small truths if they're blown out of all
proportion to reality. Truth as propaganda-that's a
whole different theme. Reverse psychology.
I'm 'scared, but I'm angry, too. And maybe my
anger will be a creative, vital force; my fear, a
tempering, realistic, survival-inspired balance.
Revolution. What needs changing? How can
change be brought about? When? How can change
be sustained? If institutionalized, will change
become the status quo? the status quo, any status
quo, necessarily bad? Can it ever represent the
common will? Does such a thing exist? Does
anybody care?
"Alpha"
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Mondragon Announces Bid For Councilman
Antonio Mondragon, a UNM
instructor of philosophy and
coordinator for Chicano Studies,
recently announced his candidacy
for Albuquerque City
Councilman, District 2.
Mondragon said he hoped to
increase recognition of various
problems within the Northwest
Valley, He said his most
important goal, however, was the
allocation of more city treasury
monies for the Northwest Valley.
"There seems to be a direct
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Some Basic Revisions

··""'---

-------~
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I often wonder how the educational
process got so screwed up. It seems
that there is so much crap involved
with getting a college education that
people have forgotten just what they
are here for. I may sound foolish when
I say that we are here to learn, but that
seems to get lost in the process of
becoming acculturated to the beliefs of
the dominant thought of societY and
the educational processes.
People, and especially college
administrators and the intellectual
traditionalists, shudder at the mere
mention of the word "alternatives."
But they should sit down (or maybe
they should stand up for once) and
take a long, hard serious look at the
possible benefits that an alternate
learning system c(!ul<! .P..rovi!le- _ Jhe

. .................. . .

whole concept of going to a specific
class at a specific time would
necessarily have to come under
scrutiny, and rightly so. So much time,
effort and breath is wasted day after
day in the pre-determined classrooms
reciting the pre-determined material.
Why? Is the educational system as it
now stands so engulfed in tradition and
formalized structure that it couldn't
possibly try some new and less ordered
forms of approaches to learning? It
sure as. hell looks that way.
Befo1'e the faculty goes about
changing the present system of grading
at this universitY, they should look at
the basic structure of the educational
process. That could stand some
revision, too.
Anne Spenser

Peter

Reed Makes Bid
For City Position
Alan Reed, assistant professor
of librarianship and political
science at UNM, has announced
his candidacy for City Councilor
from District 6. At a Democratic
citizen's meeting held Tuesday, he
spoke of his hopes for the city of
Albuquerque.
"The new city charter gives all
the unique opport).lnity to decide
just exactly what kind of city we
want to live in," he said.
"That -opportunity begins with
leadership. The city council must
be willing to take the initiative in
attacking the problems of
Albuquerque."
"We cannot continue our
present governmental system of
confusion and irresponsibility. We
must elect new people who are
committed to effective, open and
responsive city government. We
should hold regular council
meetings within the districts
themselves."
Reed said council meetings and
agendas must be published well in
advance of meetings "so the
people will know what is
happening in their government."
"I pledge to hold regular open
meetings in District 6 and to be
always open and responsive to the
views of my constituents."
The Elections Commission will hold
a meeting Monday, April 1, In Room
231-E of the SUB at 7:00p.m., for any
persons interested in working at polling
places for the Sprinc General Election
to be held April a, 197 4.
GSA Council meeting will be Mon.,
April 1 at 7 p.m. In the SUB.

Center's program had only five
classes in the student curriculum
at the University. Chicano Studies
now has 1'5 classes with an
enrollment of over 750 students
in areas including philosophy,
education, history, political
science, and music. Mondragon's
philosophy class, entitled Chicano
Thought, has an em·ollment of
114 students.
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ASTROLOGY
What day of the week were you
born? Get your computer printed
zodiac sign along with a calendar
of the month you were born
(14 x 22). Now only $1. Send name,
birthday & year lO Computing
Systems Corp .. P.O. Box 9252, Albuquerqut>, NM 87119. PIPase in·
elude 40¢ postage & handling.

ore available at:

•\I;Jrltllallll

7804 Central SE

INTERNATIONAL

(IJf'l\\ PI'H l\'pmun~: ,lie l.mll,i.uJ.J}

Hair IJPsigm•rs

<'X('/usiVPiy by
-appointnwnl

for
Mpn & Wom<•n

255-0166

~Alit
SHAN~AR
Alia Rakha, Tabla
Nodu Mullick, Tamboura

April3-8:00 P.M.
Civic Auditorium

Tickets at:
SUB Box office; Music II;
Budget Tapes & Records;
Riedling's Downtown.

Sophomores
Look to your future.

Is

Letters-------

Mondragon said he wants to
work with councilmen from
Districts 1 and 3, which includ<:>
the Southwest Valle1, in order to
promote and improve these areas
which he feels have been
neglected and abus<'d in the past.
The 35-yeat•-old candidate
became coordinator for the
Chicano Studies Center slighOy
over two years ago when th<'

pipeline from the city treasury to
the heights," said Mondragon.
Although he has nevet·
previously held public office,
Mondragon is ~ member of the
Albuquerque Urban Coalition
which he says has helped him "see
where people can and should be
helped,"
He said some Northwest Valley
schools do not have a single
crossing guard while most heights
schools have several.

Yes the
Mellotran
is now available.
Right here in the U.S.
The amazing new English
Keyboard instrument you've
...
been hearing about. Now the
full effect of an orchestra is now at your
fingertips through the use of pre-recorded
tapes, achieving the sounds of instruments
such as violins, cellos, flutes, brass and
vocals.
TH£
2212 Central, SE
(Across from UNM)

266·2338

Electrtcat Shpp"

If you would like to fly after graduation, take advantage
of the Navy's

AVROC Program.
The energy crisis will possibly affect naval flight training
in the future.
The only way to guarantee a future as a naval aviator is
through the Navy AVROC Program.
No obligation is incurred until flight training is completed.
If you are interested contact:
Lt. Skeeter Dickson or
Lt. Bill Grossett at the
Mesa Vista Placement Center
March 25 through 29
or Phone 766-2335.
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by Charles Andrews
I hav~ some good news for you
about UNM rock concerts (this
summer), and some bad news
(next year),
Last Friday Popular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
Acting Chairperson Janice Michael
and Tom Hogg, who coordinates
tickets and other concert details
as assistant to the dean of student
activities, met with some people
in the athletic department to
discuss the possibility of using the
football stadium for outdoor
concerts this summer. An
out·of·state promoter had
contacted Hogg and PEC and said
he had some big shows in mind
for Albuquerque this summer, if a
suitable facility could be arranged.
Meaning bigger than the Arena,
which can hold 16,000 plus for a
concert, and preferably outdoors.
Hogg told me he thought Head
Footb;tll Coach Bill Mandt was
favorable to the idea, but he
wasn't sure about some of the
other athletic department
honchos. However, all went
smoothly: Athletic Director
Lavon McDonald, Athletic
Business Manager Bob Doebell,
and Floyd Williams of the
physical plant all went along with
the idea, and it may become a
reality as early as the end of May.
You'll probably find out from
Monday's LOBO who this first big
show will feature because it
should be coming up for a vote at
today's PEC meeting, which will
be held upstairs in the SUB at
3:30, as it is every Friday. (All
PEC meetings are open to the
public.) I won't spill the frijoles
except to say that current plans
call for five bands, none of them
in the Who or Allman Bros.
category, but all five are excellent.
It could be an outstanding show, a
mini-festival of sorts.
Certainly part of what eased
the way for athletic department
permission was the PEC offer to
give part of the gross to them for
repair of any damage that might
occur to the facilities-a
"beautification fund" somewhere
in the neighborhood of one per
cent of the take, probably coming
from the five per cent PEC
charges promoters and bands.
When originally informed that
fear of damage to the stadium

(the field in particular) might
cause the athletic people to balk,
the promoter said he would be
willing to cover such damage
costs. It would be wise for PEC to
establish some sort of precedent
like that with the first show-Jet
the promoter be responsible for
any unusual damage, with PEC
ki eking in above that for
"beautification." If something
should happen that couldn't be
fully covered by that one per cent
(or whatever figure they finally
agree upon), it could blow the
whole deal, PEC has always been
smart enough to let the
promoters, who stand to make the
most (after the artists), take the
risks, and they shouldn't change
that policy now.
One thing that's certain is that
a tarp will cover the playing field;
other details are uncertain at this
point.
The promoter mentioned other
possibilities for big sbows in the
stadium this summer. I couldn't
find out which names he was
tossing around, and even if I did it
would be misleading to mention
them this far in advance. But just
for starters I know the Who have
been planning a U.S. tour this
summer. We missed getting them
on their recent tour; it would be
great if the football stadium
would be enough incentive to snag
them this time around.
Oh yes, the bad news-soak up
the big shows while you can
because after March of 1975 we
may be facing a nine month
drought. The basketball boys have
been looking less lovingly at U.
Arena since the guys up at Provo
built. their 22,000 seat behemoth
and have had little tl'ouble
keeping it close to full, while the
Arena, a wonder just seven years
ago when it was completed, has
been turning away fans from its
more than respectable 14,831
capacity (they once jammed
17,000 in). So after the basket
ball season ends in March of next
year, the Axena will go under
construction, to add seats above
ground level, until the next
rou ndball season starts in
November of that year. And the
football stadium will be out of
commission for construction from
December of this year to August

Former PEC Chairperson Paul student committee at an open
meeting is hardly grounds for a
Richardson, who now works for
lawsuit.
Crystal Lief promotions, offered
There's more, though: the Dead
them tentatively for May 10 o1·
11, with no details as to ticket would have been turned down 3·2
prices, who might play with them, · if the committee hadn't been told
the proposed Cat Stevens concert
etc.-just a simple We want to
for mid-May wouldn't work
know if you'1·e intexested in
Crystal Lief trying to bring the b e c a u s e o f g r ad u a t i on
preparations in the Arena. (That
Dead here for an Arena concert.
My delight turned io show may still happen. ) Dave
open·mouthed amazement as PEO Pederson indicated his Yes vote
barely-by a 3·2 vote-decided the would have been No if he thought
Grateful Dead were worth it would interfere with the Cat
Stevens show. Just for the record,
bringing in. As soon as Richardson
(who h;~d tried at least four times non-voting Chairperson Janice
this school year to get them here) Michael said she would have voted
offered the Dead, I immediately Yes if a tie vote had put it in her
assumed I'd hear a unanimous hands.
Of course, its all moot now that
accalamation of approval. The 3·2
the Dead have cancelled out.
squeaker left me speechless.
But I thought you should
When I recovered a bit, I asked
know.
Janice Michael to confirm that I
* meeting before had the correct information, that
At the last PEC
The s~"i;";ol of u-;:;';i;.ess and
vacation, they were offered a date Linda Klienfeld and Rodney Administrative Sciences is holding the
second annual Career Expo thls week
by the band I've been wanting to Lujan were the two members who in
Rm. 124 SB and AS. Business
see (again) more than any voted against the Dead, She said I people in New Mexico will talk on
other-the Grateful Dead, who are got it right. After a few seconds of career opportunities in New Mexico.
All interested students are Invited.
certainly one of the best two or icy stare from Kleinfeld, she Fri.
ts topics will be brokerage
three bands in America. Their informed me, "If you print that
insurance, savings and Joan, and
concert at the Civic with the New I'll ······· sue you!" I don't utilities at 9:30a.m. and at 12:30 p.m.
Riders of the Purple Sage in blame her-I wouldn't want a goof
Creative Musicians Meeting Monday,
November of 1971 was one of the like that known either. But I'm 7 p.m. at the Reception Center, 146
best I've ever witnessed, by afraid that publishing the results Quincy N.E. For more information call
of a vote made by a member of a 299·8626.
anyone.

next year. So that leaves ugly
Johnson Gym as the biggest
facility available for concerts
during those nine months,
Mar.·Nov., 1975.
There is a ray of hope: the
people who control Tingley
Coliseum, at the State Fair
grounds, are becoming less
gun·shy of rock concerts (a
thrashing Grand Funk crowd
threw the final blow several years
ago-the closest thing to rock
there since was an Elvis concert),
and will probably open it up to
them very soon. Tingley can pack
in more than 10,000 so that may
help attract somewhat bigger
names, but not like the Arena or
University Stadium. And the
acoustics, atmosphere, etc, are as
bad as at J. Gym.
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DON JUAN IN HELL-a. 8. Sh•w
SOVIET GEORGIAN DANCERS AND CHOIR
THE MARTHA GRAHAM DANCE COMPANY

C)

I<

NOVEMBER

ii:

DECEMBER

~

Zu!Ji'n M1ht1 CondiiCII

THE LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC
N.,ionoiPI•rm-SCHOOL FOR WIVES-Mo/i"'
HENRY FOURTH-PART ONE-Shu"P'"'

o;

rf

N111 Simon's NIWISI Hit Com1dy.

FEBRUARY

THE SUNSHINE BOYS
Vtcl•r N"um1n, Conductor. with

.l

THE CZECHOSLOVAKIAN PHILHARMONIC
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BO Sin11rs, D1nc1n, Musici•ns

THE HUNGARIAN FOLK BALLET
The 1974-75 Cultural Entertainment Series

I. J
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THE CLAUDE KIPNIS MIME TROUPE

MARCH
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for Spring Election
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3011 MO~TE VI ST.\ U.

(:'W<'ar Glr•rd & CPJtir•l N.E.)

Master control system capability
II

The next , UNM-sponsored
concert will take place Tuesday
night at University Arena
headlining Deep Purple (organist
Jon Lord, above left) along with
Savoy Brown and Tucky Buzzard.
Tickets are $5 and $6, $1 off for
UNM students.
Buddy Miles (above, dark hat)
will be playing at the Civic
Auditorium Saturday night with
Dr. John, and local bands Azteca
and Tala. Tickets are $5.
Kenny Rogers & the First
Edition (left) will he at ned Dog
Dan's tonight and tomorrow
night; the cost is $6.

HOUSE

Total versatility plus innovations

DIAl. 255-1694
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New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
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5 or mo•e consecutive inserrions
with no copy chonges,

-The most unusual store ever!
Ice Coolers
A(·ce:.sories
sar " ·
Bar Glassl!s

times

under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3.

PootlilbJ

Services; 4. For Rent; 5, For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.
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Ski Hats

\':"en

l'la'lel

l'ianos

Jackets

"(Jdvance

Everything's Budwieser,
with a taste of Michelob.

UNM P.O. Box ~'0, University of Nt w Mexico,
Albuqucrqu•·, Now Mexico 8/106
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Good Food at a Great Price!

. ~.•• -r•....~....
.. ro '6.1
C!J
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c1rrJw 'J/orli 818/c .,.

2920 Central SE-262-1041
(Across from the Triangle)

Belt suckles

*Minestrone soup·
*Hero Sized Sandwich
(Meatball, Sausage, or Eggplant Parmagiano)

*Super glass of ice cold tea

All this for only

$1.50
(Can't be beat, baby)
Across From Campus On Cornell
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Bikinis

Kammocks

es

6c pe' v.o•d per doy
60c per dtJy .,., ·~ "'urn charge

What it is?
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in a Big Way!!

beginning

The label Shoppe, ltd.

~-Budweiser..

Want Ads say it

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo

JOe per word, $1.00 minimum charge

".i::) .!..: ,!.,-' .•', w"';;/' II':;,.~

Absentee Ballots
are available in
ASUNM Government Office for all
people who are interested in voting
but will not be in
school April 3rd.

Rock Thru
April Two
The most powerful ever
with an unprecedented 100 plus 100 watts
RMS at incredibly low 1.0% distortion.
Outstanding specifications
for flawless reception

The program recaps popular
music from the late '20s through
the early '70s. "Pretty Baby"
shares the spotlight with
"A quartus
. " and t he rest of the era
in between is well represented.

With Our Luncheon Special
you get

ABSENTEE
BALLOTS

.1

I

Co•~

Popejoy Hall Director William
Martin has announced the 11
presentations which ~(Viii make up
the 1974-75 Cultural
Entertainment Series.
They have been grouped
according to the month in which
each event will occur· exact dates
will be announced la~r.
•.
A limited number of
subscriptions to the entire series
are now on sale through the
Popejoy Hall box office.
Depending on the section
specified, the value of the 11
tickets xanges from $46·$82: the
subscription discount price for the
general public ranges from
$30·$62, a savings of more than
24 per cent; UNM faculty and
staff can save more tban 39 per
cent, paying from $25·$50 for the
same tickets ..

Big band, big chorus, and big
strings combine for a nostalgic
"Fanfare '7 4" production of the
UNM music department at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday in Popejoy Hall.
Directed by Prof. William
Rhoads, the $1 a seat tickets will
raise money for music
scholarships ~o UNM.
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Hits Nostalgia
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Featuring
Indonesian and European Cuisine
Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters
Tortas
Heroes, etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads
Ricetable-(for 2 or more-Reservation)

Reasonable Prices
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.Black Athletes Begin Boycott
''as of now" is if Coach Leigh was
forced to resign.
Lobo Sports Editor
THE BOYCOTT STEMS from
A boycott by black athletes at
the cutting of Shelton from the
UNM, because of coach Bob
baseball team before the current
Leigh's cutting of Paul Shelton
baseball season began qn March 1.
from the baseball team earlier this
Shelton was .one of two players
spring and other alleged
cut by Leigh at the time.
"discriminatory practices" by the
"We feel that Paul Shelton was
athletic department, was
announced by Harold Bailey in a dismissed from the squad Without
having a fair opportunity to make
noon press conference at the
Afro·American Studies Center the team," Bailey said. "In the
nine years that Bob Leigh has
yesterday.
The boycott went into effect been a coach here, there never has
immediately as none of the black been a black baseball player on
the team.
track and field members showed
"Leigh's evaluation system (of
up for practice yesterday. There
was no spring football practice his players) may be a system
designed to systematically
scheduled for anyone yesterday
but most of the black footballers eliminate blacks from the squad.
are not expected to report today. It can be interpreted in that way.
"Black athletes will cease
The only other sport affected
directly is golf, but Coach Dick participation in organbed
McGuire said his team doesn't athletics until these issues are
have organized practices and that resolved, Leigh's resignation is the
he hasn't talked to either of the only way they can be resolved as
two black squad members-Henry of now."
"It's a lousy rap," Leigh said of
Sandles and Lee Carter. Carter is
the • charges made against him.
out of town, McGuire said.
Bailey, assistant director and "It's obviously a ploy on the part
coordinator of Afro-American of Harold Bailey to stir up
studies, said that the only way he trouble, It's unfortunate that Paul
could see the boycott being lifted Shelton has to be made the goat
of this incident, Paul's a real good
kid."
LEIGH SAID THAT some 20
players, all white except for
Balls were really jumping off Shelton, had been cut from the
Jackrabbit and Lobo bats for six
team since fall practice. The coach
innings at Lobo Field yesterday, noted that two additional players
but UNM found itself trailing 10·8 had been dropped from the squad
into the seventh and that's when after Shelton's cut.
all the jumping stopped.
"I didn't ever have a fair chance
The two teams had a combined on the baseball team," said
total of no runs on three hits for Shelton, who was a high school
the last three innings after catcher in Louisiana but was put
popping the ball for the first six. in the outfield here. "I know I'm
Jim Weber, 0-1, started for UNM as good as a lot of those white
but had control problems, walking guys sit,ting on the bench, I think
six in 3 2/3 innings on the mound. I should have been allowed to at
least sit on the bench this year
and maybe get into a few games
next year."
·
His brother Richard (who said
· UNM's tennis team, 3-4, meets
Colorado College Saturday at 9 he was Paul's guardian) was much
p.m. on the east tennis courts. At more vocal on the subject. He said
1 p.m. the sa me day, the that Leigh's action against Paul
tracksters host Arizona at and the fact no black has ever
played for the coach "has to be
University Stadium.
Preceding the track meet (at racism." Richard Shelton doubts
around 10:30) the footballers will Leigh's evaluation of his brother's
have a game-like (of sorts) baseball talents.
scrimmage. One-third of the
"What he (Leigh) wanted as a
tracksters and a good many black Reggie Jackson," Richard
footballers. might not be there said. "But how many white
Saturday if the black athletic Reggie Jacksons are there on the
team? Paul might be just an
boycott continues.
By GREGORY LALIRE
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average black player but there are player went on to say. "Part of
~
a lot of average white players it's racism but a big part is the
sitting on the bench.
dehumanizing factor. The coaches
~.
"The reason I'm so involved in run you into the ground for four
"t::j0
this is because I go to Vietnam years and then forget about you.
and get. my butt shot up for men This dehumanizing involves all
l!l.
like Leigh and then come back athletes, not just the blacks."
and see this happen to my
McDonald sees the boycott as a
brother. I'm tired of us getting potentially harmful thing not only
second class treatm.,nt. ''
to the current sports being
THE PRESS CONFERENCE affected, but to sports at UNM in
was called as a result of an general, not to mention the
1!:
unfruitful meeting at 9 a.m. at school's national image, (A
g.
President Ferrel Heady's office. lengthy boycott could hurt
~
JQ
Athletic director Lavon McDonald recruiting, for example,)
1-'
"This boycott comes at a very
said that Bailey had asked that the
coaches and· people involved in . inopportune time, just when we're
athletics get together to discuss starting our new football program
( Pboto by Sue Keith)
the problems of black athletes at with such great enthusiasm,"
UNM's women basketball
UNM. At the meeting, along with McDonald said. "It- not only hurts
Bailey, President Heady and the sports going on now but with
team dropped out of the
McDonald were Charlotte Piper the bad publicity it could hurt our
single elimination AAU
and Joe Martinez of the athletic basketball program and in fact all
tournament in Gallup
council and coaches Leigh and our programs.
Tuesday by dropping a 58-35
Hugh Hackett (track).
"I hope we can stop this
game
to the Schumberg
The meeting turned out to be · boycott before it starts to hurt
Shamrocks.
Margaret
short-lived (&bout ten minutes the other sports. It's hurting the
Gonzales
(in
white
above)
long).
black athlete and really all
and
Meg
Born
each
had
nine
"Presiden.t Heady found that athletes, but we'll live with it if
points
the only thing Bailey wan ted to we have to."
for the lobos.
discuss was the Shelton incident,"
McDonald said. "We had already
investigated that and found there
was nothing discriminatory about
it. President Heady told him that
POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL:
The Kiva Club was the
we would be glad to discuss any
general problems blacks were The entry deadline is today independent league champion
having in athletics but not the (March 29) and play begins April having defeated the Untouchables
Shelton case. That's when Bailey 2. A clinic will be held April 1 at 28-14 in the tournament's final
4 p.m. on the Johnson Gym fields game. Kiva Club's Gloria Benson
left."
was high scorer with 14 points.
Me Donald said that on the basis to go over powderpuff rules.
All wo.men undergraduates, Both teams had been undefeated
of examining Leigh's evaluation
and talks with Shelton and the graduates, faculty, and staff at going into the finals.
players, nothing discriminatory UNM are eligible for the
The sorority league champion
could be found. He said that he seven·player teams.
was Chi Omega which defeated
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: Entry Kappa Kappa Gamr.1a 12-2 in the
welcomed a similar investigation
deadline
is today with play final game. Donna Kutarnia led
by Afro-American Studies or
beginning on April 8.
anyone else.
the winners with six points. Tri
WOMEN'S PADDLEBALl! Delta placed second in the
"President Heady and I have
talked to Leigh about future Entry deadline is April 2 with sorority competition.
recruiting and have told him that play beginning on April 8.
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
if black athletes are available, then
1,1\'C! Mfllne Lollslrfil
recruit them," the athletic BASKETBALL: The Kiva Club,
FrcMh St~ofnud
captained by Felicia l:.opez and
Frrsh 11ro:wn St'o!fuod
director said.
Whoh!sollt• • Rt~lu il
BAil:.EY SAID THAT there Maria Abeyta, will play Chi
O.mega
for
the
women's
was discrimination being done by
-NEw Kif.:x•c::;u.:,.s"'f•""••"'s""r•,..,•"'u"'M"'Il...,sT"'I"':u-.,-,...-,.-.
other coaches and that it exists in intramural basketball
-··-~- .
4251luhank1Jlvd .. NE
the athletic department in general, championship Tuesda~ night at
(50ft)
294·2ns:l
AlhutJUl•r
Ill!, N.M. 8712!1
but he did not wish to go into 6:30p.m. in Johnson Gym.
details over the phone yesterday.
One black athlete who wished to
remain nameless said that there
was racism, often unconscious, to
a certain extent in all sports at
~ ~'LII ~ ~ ~m~~ ~ _!!
~
UNM.
"This thing involves more than
just the baseball incident," that
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"Sounder" and "The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittmann"
gripped a nation's conscience, will speak of her life and the role
of black women in theatre, at Popejoy Hall Wednesday, April 3,
1974 on the UNM campus.
The young black actress, who recently stretched her 20·odd
years to convincingly portray on. television a 11 0-year·old former
slave, Miss Jane Pittman, is replacing director Billy Friedkin who
has postponed his lecture to a future date, to be announced.
Tyson will speak in Popejoy Hall at 9 p.m. as part of the
lecture series sponsored by the Associated Students of UNM
Speakers Committee. Admission is by season ticket, free for
students with a UNM ID and $1 for the general public.
The evening will comprise dramatic readings, including the
poetry of Nikki Giovanni, and a description of Tyson's own
career-from typist to one of the first top black models in the
nation, and finally, much·sought-after stage, television and film
actress.
A native of New York's rough East Side, the actress remembers
selling shopping bags on the street at nine, growing up on welfare,
and spending all her lime in church due to "a very religious
mother."
·
Her award-winning theatrical career was launched with Jean
Genet's "The Blacks," and Tyson could work constantly in films
except for her refusal to perform in roles she does not believe in.
"Our race needs positive images," she said, such as those she
embodied in "Sounder," and "The Autobiography of Miss Jane
Pittman." "Our whole black heritage is that of struggle, pride and
dignity." Yet, she notes, the black woman on the screen "has
always been a prostitute, drug user or any of the seamy characters
that inhabit our country's ghettos."
So she insists on "rol~s lhat say something real and
positive"-and works less.
Sybil l:.eek's lecture, scheduled for April 23, has been cancelled
due to a death in the family. On the agenda for early May is an
appearance by Irish activist and former member of Parliament,
Bernadette Devlin.
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Tyson's Topic is
Black Actresses
Cicely Tyson, the noted actress whose performance
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Come in & compare
this Bic Venturi to all
our other fine speakers.
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will bt• charged.
Students are urged to pay their
tuition fees by mail if p.;ssible.
(continued onp ge 12)

Cicelv Tvson- ·
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reservations: 268·9556

Lat0 r<'giou·alion will be held
from H a.m. Monday, June 10
through fi p.m. Fdday, June 1•1
and a late registration fee of $5

Friday 7:30p.m. KIVA

Powderpuff Begi_ns

COMINQ 10 THE KENO.
M~RCH 27.lB.a30

Monday, Apnl 1.
Appointment times for
students already enrolled must be
picked up in the Registration
Center, Room 219 of Scholes
Hall. Class schedules will be
available in Room 219 and the
Records Office, Room 102.
Newly admitted students will
be mailed their appointment
times.
Registration for the summet•
session is Saturday, June 8
Tuition is due before 4 p.m., Jun~
4, After this time a late payment
fee of $5 wi!l be charged.
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Su.mnwr cl~ss sclwdules and
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Summer Schedules Available Soon
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CLASSIFIED
ltates: 10\' Pli!l' word per dny with a
1)1.00 per dny minimum charge, or 6¢
IH•r wcml per dny with a 601' per day
minimum chnme for ads published five
!lr rnot·c L'onsecutive days,
T~·rn1s: Payment must be made in full

ll

prior to insertion of ndvertiscmcnt.
WheN; Journnlism Building, Room 205,
or by mail
Classillecl Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuqu11rque, N,M, 87131

2l

PEHSONALS

HA PPYDIRTHDA Y_n_n_d_h_n-ve-a-n-ic_e_d_n_y,
c. J.!
3/29
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Rich. Love, Jessica
Swift.
3/29
WIN with KIT. Vote KIT GOODFRIEND
incumbent ASUNM Senate,
3/29
SKI PURGATORY! March 31st the la~t
chance this season. Fnir-good, spring conditions, 40" midway, Closing after skiing
3/21)
Sunday.
,
A SECOND NIGHT SEDER will be given
by Jewish Student Union-l{illel for interI!Sted students & faculty on Sunday April
7. No charge. Please call 266-6641 immediately.
3/29
JEWISH STUDENT UNION-HILLEL.
All Jewish students & faculty invited for
an Oneg Shabbnt Friday March 29, 8
Pm, International Center, 1808 Las
Lomns on campus.
3/29
LOOiUNG FOR BARGAINS? Come to
DCMC 'fhrift Shon in hospital basement,
Tuesdays 9 nm.-4 pm,, Fridays 10 am.-2
pm. Donations of used clothing, etc. also
needed.
4/3
ELECT SANDY RICE, ASUNM Vice
President. Vot11. An exp11rienced prov11n
worker.
4/3
WANTED: GARY THE CLOWN for
ASUNM President.
4/2
GARY TilE CLOWN needs your help.
Call 345-9186.
4/1
FREE GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies,
Call 292·0511 or 842·8464-Joe Allen. 4/1
VERY FEW PEOPLE can ll;ten without
talking. Most people can talk without
listening, It is very rare that people can
talk and listen, We try. Call AGORA.
4/5
277-3013.
WHY GO TO COOK'S and pay more? We
have Tennis equipment, Paddle ball atuff
and other aportlng goocJ.s-alwa:va an
apecial. THE BIKE SHOP, 828 Yale SE.
842-9100.
tfn
LEAD VOCALIST WANTED- male or
female. Group experience necessaey. 2980087.
8/29
PREGNANT AND NEED HELPT You
have friends who care at Blrthrr.ht.
247-9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply In penon at the Lobo, room
11i8 ot Student Publications.
WANTED: ONE- BEDROOM apt. or
house in a nice neighborhood. Married
couple to occupy April thru Aug111t. Call
David 2611·6528 or 277·4002.

2l

ADVERTISING

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: A FEMALE Husky pup, Colum.
bin St. SE, 2G5-1458.
4/4
CONCHO UELT was left women's lounge,
3rd floor. Ortegn Monday afternoon, 26
Mnrl'h. Nit'e t•ewnrd. No questions asked.
Cnll 277-51107.
4/4
FOUND: One Indy's ring in Scholes HaJJ.
4/3
Identify nnd claim. 277-2931.
FOUND: Black dog~~~ths old. We'll
be glad to keep, 1420 Silver,
FOUND: Coin pune containing keYS and
money at Stanford & Silver. Identity &
claim. rm 206 Journalism.
FOUND: Man's watch in Dee. Contact
Barbara, Computing Center, 277-4646.
•
FOUND: Black beaded clasp purse near
Mesa Vista. Claim in Jour~~li~~. 2~

LOST & FOUND

LOST: March 13, blnck horn-rim glasses in
black case, Popejoy lobby, Reward. 2561819.
.
4/1
LOST: MARCH 12, Silver ~ University.
Very small, much loved, grey Siamese,
Retains nice tummy scar from recent
surgery.
PLEASE, 842-6932.
3/29
_.___

SEHVICES

3J

TYPING DONE FAST - IBM Selectric
$.60 per page. 897-0990,
3/29
HYPNOSIS: a scientific mental technique
for study-improvement, conllden~Je, and
control. For a free informative brochure
write or call: Center for Hypnosis,'
Lomllll Medical Offlce Plnza, Suite 210,
10701 Lomas N,E., Albuqu!)rque, N. M.
87112. 292-0370.
4/1
LANDSCAPING, LAWN CARE, low
monthly rates. Call 898-9011, 843·9431,
4/2
HAVE YOU DEEN OVERCHARGED?
Gotten an inferior product? or bad ser.
vice? or having trouble with your land·
lord? If so, call CONSUMER AFFAffiS
at 277-6606 or come into room 248 in the
SUD between 12:30-4:30. We cnn help
you l Research and Consumer Affairs.
4/23
IMAGES-PORTRAIT. PASSPORT, application photographs. Close. Quick, sane.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Butterftelds.
1/8
266-9967.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photoe.
Lowest prices In town. fut. pJeulnll:'.
lllear UNM. CaD 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Pr01rram ol!el'll ll!ll:al 1ervlcs
for student. and staff. Fumlahed bJ'
quallfted law atudenu under facultJ IU•
pervlllon. Availability limited to those
whose a1111et. and Income do not exceed
eatablllhed A'Uidellnea. riOt resrlstratlon
fee. Call 277·2918 or 277-8604 for In·
formation and appointment.. Sponsored
Un
by Auociated Studenta of UNM.
HAUL your junk quick. Any load, any .road.
Call Seth anytlme!.2,!1·~62.
4/2
KUJUKEMBO KEMPO KARATE-private
lessons at your home. Two or more stu·
dents at a time. $16 monthly. 898-0262.

.t/2

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. mM carbon
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
8/29
rates. 298·7147.

1l

FOR RENT

HOUSE TO SllARE. 2 mi. east UNM. $60
month. 266-6661.
3/29
ROOMMATE WANTED: own room, $0
plus 1h utilities, call 268-3078.
3/29
BEST APT. VALUE-Columbian West, 1
block to UNM. Luxury npts., swimming
pool, recreation room, refrigerated air,
full security, 209 Columbia. Call 268·
8934, 268-1006.
4/10
UOOMMATE WANTED for 4-bcdroom
house, 3 blocks from UNM, $60. 842·
0820.
4/1
ONE, TWO. & THREE Mrm efficiences
furnished. Near downtown & UNM. 242·
7814•
3/29
2 BDRM ADOBE, fireplace, garage, small
patio, 4 blocks from campus. $175. 2687603•
4/2
NEED A PLACE to live alter June 1.
UNM area, 2 bdrms, cheap. Preferably
a house. If you know . of such a place,
-~s-~ call 266·3-~_!h~~-x, ···~--!f.!9

"1:1

F.OR RENT

_r;l_F_o_R_sA_LE--:-----

ONE three-bedrm house for rent, turnlshed, Ncar downtown & UNM, 242-7814.
3/29
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Styl~l & 2 Bds. Furn, & Unfurn,•
Utilities included, Pool, gaB barbeque,
lar~e balconies, s~una, ref, air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$160.00, 8201 Marquette NE-266·6071.
fitudents & Professors welcome I II
THE CITADEL, efficiency and ane bedroom, reasonable rents from 1180, mod
furnishings and shag carpeting, delux:e
electric kitchen, swimming pool, recrea·
tion room, card room, pool table. secur.
ity guards, walking distance to UNM,
4/12
1620 University NE. 243-2494.
LEAD & ASH SE, Lueaya House APartments. Full security, all utilities paid,
efficienc~.
$126/mo, 1·bdrm $1158/mo,
2-bdrm Slfl6/mo. Call Jim at 843-7632
or 2615-9693,
tfn

FOR SALE
KENWOOD 506 compact receiver wlbuiltin PE 2010 turntable, pair rectilinear XI
spcnkerll and Kcnwooa KX~7010 cassette
deck that needs some work. Sell as system
onJy, $400. 268-8696 after 6 pm,
4/4
FOR SALE-'6!1 VW Dug, $1360. Good con·
dition, 266-3319 after 10 am,
3/29
1912 MAN'S DRESS Suit (tails), 1923 tuxedo, 11ntique clothing, 256-9024.
4/4
'66 CHEV ELLE, 55000, Original mileage.
Factory air conditioning, $200. 1811 Silver Ave SE, #2.
4/2
30 MILES PER GALLON-1966 Triumph
convertible 1200, in good shape and
mechanical condition, 4739 Isleta SW.
9:00 am. to 6 pm,
4/3
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on finest European makes. Some used. 266-1702. Dick
Hallett.
3/29
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 6 & 10 speeds,
from $79.96. Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaraa. THE BIKE SHOP.
823 Yale SE, 842·9100,
tfn
1954 HARDLY DAVIDSON CHOPPER,
1200cc, Rebuilt engine and transmlsBion
{lots of chrome), $1700. 243-1931 after
6:00 pm.
4/1
SOFAS. ONE SECTIONAL, one vtny],
Two tables, oak. Good condition. 844·
6882.
4/1
19113 FORD WINDOW VAN. Rebuilt. 6.cyJ,
New Paint covers tires nice, 1760. A!l!o
1959 Ford 1h PU SWB rebuilt. 6-cyl,,
excentional 1560, Nick, 268-8176. Mike,
4/2
299-7071.
.

FLOOR LOOM for sale, 36-inch reed, Jack
type, $200 firm, 266-3916 evenings, 4/4
LOVEABLE GREAT DANE PUPPY.
R!n<."k male, 10 weeks old, AKC registered,
rea.~onable, 766·5363.
4/2
'73 GMC JIMMY. 4:wheel drive, $3950, 2687603,
4/2
l96!l FIAT SPIDER, good condition,
31,000 miles, good condition, $976, (8210420),
4/1
TURQUOISE & DIAMOND set in gold.
Unusual engagement and wedding ring.
Charley Romero, 268-3896,
6/3
DlRT Riders I 1972 OSSA Pl011eer 250cc,
1900 miles, 299-8944 (work), 266-0864,
296-1343.
4/1
RF.GTSTERED NORWEGIAN Elkhounda.
Pupnie<~ & adults. Shots. Monthly terms.
Ph. 867·6309.
3/29
CLOTHES FROM 1890-1940, beautiful oJd
quilts, oak furniture, photographic an•
tiqucs and more, Watch for the open·
ing of The Silver Sunbeam Antlnues.
March 23 at 3409 Central NE.
3/22
fi)

EMPI OYMENT

_J_ _ _
. _._ '----·---~~--

ATTRACTIVE UNINHmiTED Females
for part-time figure modeling. P.O. Box
7143, Old AlbuQuerque Station.
4/2
CHTT,D CARE: $1.76/hr, Girls, 7·10;
MTWF 3 :15-6:30, Th 1 :30-4 ;00. 2683805 after 6.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Australia, Europe, S.
America, Africa. Students-aU profe<~•
sions and occupations, $700 to $3000
monthly. Expenses 1>nld, overtime, slghtInformation,
TRANS
seeinl!, · free
WORLD RESEARCH CO., Dept, A26,
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, CA. 94925.
4/1
PART-TIME JOB afternoons & evenings.
Must be over 21-yenrs-old. Apply In ner·
~on-graduate 11tudents onlv. SafeWay
Liquor Store, 6716 Menaul NE.
4/1

7)

Summer Schedules;
(continued from page 11)
Checks, money orders or mail
order authorization. for
BankAmericard or Master Charge
with the appointment time and
cashier's record should be mailed
to the Cashier, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, 87131. The
receipted appointment time will
be returned · by mail if received
before May 28. Those received
after May 28 must be picked up in
the cashier's office or on June 8,
in the main hall desk on the first
floor.
Students with loans or
scholarships or those who are
planning to arrange for financial
aid as well as graduate and
teaching assistants should
complete all financial
arrangements before the June 4
deadline.
·
7) MISCELLANEOUS

THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE Ia taklnc
~ubmlssions tor the next luue. Brine
them to room 206 Journalism.
ALPACA RUG6-$120. Call evenings,
David, 766-6414. MUST SELL,
4/1

"One of this year's best films."
Bruce Cook
The National Observer

MISCELLANEOUS

GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWN? Tltom·
proof tubes, S6.00 nair. Installed thru
APril. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
842·9100.
Un

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Photographer or E.ntrepreneur
operate your own campus party
p1cture business. Work your
own hours and make a good income. We
specialize.
in photo marketing systems for
campus photography.
Candid Color Systems, Box 25669
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125
405 787-9313

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN'S

ODERN

TIMES
7•8:30•

Ouild

DON PANCHO&

IPGI!OI
theatre

3405 CENTRAL NE

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

265•0220
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4003 Carlisle, N.E.

=
=

(1 block South of Montgomery)

Advance Phone Orders

345-7616

~
=
~
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=

~~
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Income Tax Special

=
;;

Any Sub ~ Price!
Save up to $1.30 with this coupon

-

We have the
Real Eastern Italian Sub
Prosciutto, Capocollo, Proscittini,
Genoa Salami 8t Provolone
Open Daily
Sunday
Fri. & Sat.

a

=

:§
-

11 :00-7:30
Noon-7:30
11 :00-9:00

i

·==
-

No Limit

~·

Bting the whole dorm on this coupon.

:&

Expires April 17th

..

=

=

QUARTERS DISCOUNT LIQUORS
905 YALE S.E.

=

=
=
Montezuma Tequila qt. 3.99
Curevo Gold 1 /5 4.99
Sauza White 1 /5 4.49

Importers Vodka qt. 2.99
Gilbergs Vodka 6.99

BEER •
Pabst 12 oz cans
Michelob
Millers 12 oz cans
Coors 11 oz bottles
Burgie

Bourbon Delux 1 /5 2.99
Ezra Brooks 1 /2 gal. 8.29
Harwood Canadian 1 /5 2.87
Black Velvet 1/5 3.99

3 99 cs
5. 25 cs.
3:99 cs:
4.20 cs.
2. 99 cs:

King William Scotch 1 /53.79
Johnnie Walker Red 1/5 5.99
seagrams 100 p·1pers 1 /55
· . 59

Many More In Store Specials
Open Daily 8:00 am-1 0:00 pm
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